
PREMIUM-TOUR 
     «GERSCHNIALP»

Our premium tour starts at the Sporting Park Engelberg, where you 
will also get to know the Segway better. We glide a short passage to 
the valley station Titlis to load our vehicles on the Gerschnialp moun-
tain cableway. After a ten-minute drive on the Gerschni we come to 
the mountain station on a height of 1’250 meters. From here on, the 
streets provide a perfect underground for our Segways.

Past the Scheiterbüelhubel and the restaurant Gerschnialp, where 
we stop to get some drinks, we come to the Alp Trauboden on a height 
of 1’300 meters. Having a stunning view on the impressive mountains 
around Engelberg, we eventually glide back a little bit to proceed our 
tour on the other side of the Gerschni mountain cableway station.

We pass the Hungerbodenwald until we reach the Unter Trüebsee. 
Especially for nature-lovers the close-to-nature tour offers the per-
fect possibility to get to know the area and the Segway itself. 

Driving downhill, you can enjoy the fabulous view and recall the tour. 
When we arrive in the valley we glide the last passage back to our 
starting point, the Sporting Park, which provides you with the perfect 
location for any further activities in or around Engelberg. After a total 
of 3 hours and 300 meters of height our tour will end here.

3 hours | from 150 CHF   
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Engelberg

WHAT AWAITS YOU:

• Mountain drive on the cable way
• Gerschnialp
• Alp Trauboden
• Restaurant Gerschnialp
• Downhill passage to Engelberg
• Sporting Park Engelberg

Minimun 4 participants and on request | From 
14 years driver‘s license cat. M (moped), 
from 16 years no driver‘s license is requi-
red | Including riding and safety training of 
30min.

Price per person | plus transport costs on 
private tours


